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Abstract.
This paper presents the design and construction of a
3D-printed thin bending-active formwork for shell. In order to use
less scaffolding and make a dome with flexible material,3-D print is
applied to the formwork. First step is form-finding . Two single -curved
surfaces are used to fit the form found by Kanagaroo and then unroll
them .Principle stress lines are also printed on the unrolled formwork to
enhance it. However, the formwork with stress lines is hard to bend.
So, bending-active simulation made by ABAQUS is also applied to
find the best mesh pattern to bend. Bend the basic pattern first on the
framework and then print Principle stress lines onto it. Karamba is used
to simulate the deformation of the shell under gravity load. It is proved
that grid made up of stress lines have the best performance The full scale
prototype is made up of two pieces shell bent and tied together can stand
steadily. Spring-back test shows that the second layer printed on the
shell can help to provide deformation.
Keywords. Form-work; form-finding; 3-D printing; geometric
analysis; principle stress lines.

1. Background
1.1. FORMWORK TECHNOLOGY SEARCHING

Shell structure is a good choice to cover large spans with less material, its
light architectural form also conforms to the aesthetics of structural mechanics
(Méndez Echenagucia et al..2018). However, this traditional form-finding method
wastes scaffolding materials and requires a lot of time during the construction
process. (Figure 1 left) Flexible Fabric or the tensioned film is also used to do the
form-finding work for a shell , and then concrete is spread to the surface to make
a shell. However, the shell formed by such technology has geometric limitations.
Due to the gravity and flexibility of the formwork material, it is easy to achieve a
natural drooping state, but not a dome or a vault. (Figure 2 right) .
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Figure 1. A typical formwork for a vault (left), flexible formwork is easy to achieve drooping
state but not a dome (right). (Adriaenssens et al. 2014).

1.2. STRUCTURAL PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT SEARCHING

Structural performance improvement methods can be divided into three categories:
1. The use of combined materials. Taking pre-stressed reinforced concrete as
an example (Adriaenssens et al., 2014), the steel can withstand the tensile force
at the lower layer of the shell and can resist the deformation of the shell after
being loaded and concrete can withstand the pressure at the upper layer (Figure 2
left). 2. Enhancement at the section on shell structural lines. Taking the Roman
Gymnasium as an example (Lochner-Aldinger et al. 2014), it is converted into
a spatial structure by setting the beam at the geometric line position of the shell.
(Figure 2 mid) 3. Enhance the shell at the section on principle stress lines (Figure 2
right) is also related to topology optimization and is suitable for irregularly shaped
shell reinforcement (Tam.2015).

Figure 2. Pre-stressed reinforced concrete technique (left), enhancement at the section on shell
structural lines (mid) , enhancement at the section on shell stress lines (right).

2. Introduction
This paper presents the design ,structural performance simulation and construction
of a full scale thin 3-D printed bending-active formwork for shell structure, and
also some test pieces on material combination experiments in small scale.As the
work flow (Figure 3) shows, it contains research through the shell geometric
form-finding, bending simulation, principle stress line reinforcement and 3-D
printing technology.At last , a 1:1 prototype will be displayed as a feasibility test.
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Figure 3. Work flow.

3. Form-finding
The form-finding process through kangaroo applies gravity to the spring
force-carrying net, regarding the lines on plane grid segments as “springs” .When
gravity acts on the node of the grid , it pulls the spring and changes the distance
between the points to find the position where all the springs can be balanced again
(Adriaenssens et al., 2014). An algorithm is applied to calculate the length of the
springs on the shell and then draw them in the initial grid. It finds that the closer
to the edge, the longer the spring pulled (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Project every node to the plan, maintain the length of each line , the line will be
pushed into a spring.

If the direction of the force is set to be vertical upwards in the simulation, a
dome will be formed, but it is more difficult to shape with flexible material in
reality, because in actual engineering, if vertical support is given to each point,
it will use a lot of scaffolding, but it will violate the concept of flexible template
to reduce support. However, if the simulated hyperbolic shell can be fitted into
a combination of multiple single curved surfaces, it can also be combined into a
nearly hyperbolic shell geometry (Figure 5) (Simon Schleicher, et al. 2017). We
carried out experiments in different unroll methods and then take the method with
fewer joints to cut (Figure 6).
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Figure 5. Hyperbolic shell be unrolled into 48 single curved surfaces and then combined .

Figure 6. Hyperbolic shell be unrolled into 2 single curved surfaces and then combined.

4. Bending active
The stress line extracted by karamba is 3-D printed out and unrolled along with
the target surface. However, the formwork with stress lines is very hard to be bent
back to the target shell. So ,it is necessary to simulate the bending steps and change
the distribution of grids into the one easy to bend. First, we simulate the bending
activities of principle stress lines grid through the ABAQUS. The bending force
applied at both ends creates a pressure wave in the formwork, making it into a
rumpled geometry (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Simulation steps of stress line pattern bended from two supports without other
control.

Therefore, the bending force for each point on the edge is set, speed and path
of each point movement is controlled according to the principle that the mesh area
does not change .The simulation results show that the distribution of the stress
line mesh is not suitable for bending process. The areas where the stress lines
intersect will form a harder part than the surrounding area, making the formwork
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hard to bend, and the areas where the stress lines are parallel to the bending force
are easily bent. Even the edges of the formwork are tied to the target profile, the
entire surface still cannot fit the target shape (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Simulation result of stress line pattern bended with edge control.

In order to find the most suitable grid layout for bending, three grid
distributions are simulated : 1.Uniform grids in interlaced lines, 2. Horizontal
grids , along the template bending direction, 3. Parallel grids, whose length will not
change during bending . After simulation, we found that the third distribution can
get the effect closest to the target surface (Figure 9). Therefore, in the large-scale
printing process, parallel grids are applied to printe on the bottom layer as the base,
and after bending it, the principle stress line is printed on the base layer to form
the final formwork.

Figure 9. Interlaced line uniform grid simulation(left), Horizontal line grid simulation(mid),
Parallel line grid simulation (right).

5. Principle stress line
Finite element analysis is used to simulate the deformation process of the
shell under vertical load. Experiments show that the shell in parallel grids
is the most flexible but also the most easily deformed under the same load.
The grid with structure lines crossed achieves a balance between bending and
resisting deformation, and the stress line assisted parallel grid can obtain the best
anti-deformation effect (Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Ordinary grid shell (top), UV grid shell(mid)�Stress line grid shell�bottom�.

6. 3-D print technology
6.1. PLA AND CARBON FIBER COMPOSITE 3D-PRINT TECHNOLOGY

Firstly, the parallel mesh used for bending is printed as the first layer, and the
carbon fiber strips interlaced with each other are placed on the parallel grid printed,
and finally the stress line grid of the shell is printed and fuse the carbon fiber
between two printed layers. After the printing is completed, the composite material
is fixed on the side beam and coated with the epoxy resin. After waiting for 36
hours, the carbon fibers in the PLA inter-layer reacted sufficiently with the resin
to give the entire formwork excellent rigidity. Th formwork with a cross-sectional
thickness of 0.2 cm, the maximum span of 45 cm can support a single point load
of 0.5 kg (Figure 11).
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Figure 11. PLA and carbon fiber composite 3D-printing (left), the strength of the vault.

6.2. TPU 3-D PRINT WITH RESIN CURING TECHNOLOGY

Figure 12. TPU 3D-printed formwork (left), resin filled into the gap on stress line
pattern(right).

Figure 13. Brick construction on the formwork can support a single point load of 1 kg.

TPU is a material softer than PLA. Print the grooved principle stress lines, so that
the grid can be easily bent into the target shape. It is equivalent to printing the mold
of the stress line with gaps onto it, and filling it with resin after the bending activity.
After the resin is dried into solid. When the formwork is under load, the resin in the
tank can resist the pressure generated by the deformation and the tpu-printed mold
can resist tensile strength. (Figure 12) We even used this formwork to complete
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the 1/4 of the brick construction of shell. The shell removed from the mold can
support a single point load of 1 kg with a thickness of 0.3 mm and a maximum
span of 45 cm. (Figure 13)
6.3. 3-D PRINT ON THE BENDED SURFACE

The first step is to print the base surface, print a layer of parallel grid lines on the
plane with PLA to assist the bending, and pre-print the stress line of the entire
shell to limit the deformation of the parallel grid lines after the bending process.
After the base surface is printed, the three sides are fixed by scaffolding, and the
principle stress line layer is printed to enforce the shell formwork. (Figure 14) In
order to prove the reinforcement effect of the secondary printing on the original
base surface, we cut the bandage that exerts a binding force on the casing and the
shell can still stand. (Figure 15).

Figure 14. Basic formwork tied on the frame (left), second layer finished(right).

Figure 15. Formwork be bended(left),formwork without bending force(right) .

7. prototype construction
The orthographic projection of the prototype is an isosceles right triangle of
2.6m*2.6m. Its height is 2.1m and the thickness is 1.5cm. After the secondary
printing process with 0.8cm diameter extruder is completed , two bottom angles
of each part of the shell are connected with tie belt to keep the form of bending.
After both units have been printed ,they are tied together with straps (Figure 16).
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Figure 16. Half piece of the shell(left), two pieces joined into one shell(right).

A total of three patterns need to be printed during the printing process:
1. Surface structure lines perpendicular to the parallel mesh, 2. The frame
reinforcement line, 3. The stress line of the shell . The three sets of lines are
repeatedly printed three times in sequence, superimposed and woven together to
form a self-supporting thin shell (Figure 17).

Figure 17. 3D-printed formwork.

After the construction of Prototype,one improvement should be doneIt will be
better if the overall stress line of the shell can be integrally printed and reinforced
the combined shell. The connection strength of the third printing and the stability
of the shell shape could be more reliable than the strap fixing.
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